
Digi who?!


Diginotar, DANE, and 
DNSSEC Deployment!

Fronted by!

Geoff Huston!

Olaf Kolkman!



Need I say 

more?!



A Certificate Authority!



A Bankrupt 

Certificate 

Authority!



International Herald Tribune 	

Sep 13, 2011 Front Page	


Front-Page 
News!



Chain of trust!

Events!



http://www.google.com/support/forum/p/gmail/thread?tid=2da6158b094b225a	


Something 
fishy!

28 Aug 2011!



Google Chrome magic caught this!!



http://blog.chromium.org/2011/06/new-chromium-security-features-june.html	


Before June 2011 the 
problem would not have shown!



What went wrong?!

http://www.diginotar.nl/Portals/7/Persberichten/
Operation%20Black%20Tulip%20v1.0a.pdf	




Compromised 

Certificate issued 

by:!

Fox-IT hired to investigate!

Multiple 

hacker tools 

on the servers!

Specialized 

PKI scripts!

Advanced and!

Amateur!

Fingerprint Similarity to Comodo Hacker!

And a claim by 
the guy!



http://pastebin.com/1AxH30em	


Hi again! I strike back again, huh? 
 
I told all that I can do it again, I told all in interviews that I still have accesses in Comodo resellers, I told all I have access to most of CAs, you see that 
words now? 
 
You know, I have access to 4 more so HIGH profile CAs, which I can issue certs from them too which I will, I won't name them, I also had access to StartCom CA, I 
hacked their server too with so sophisticated methods, he was lucky by being sitted in front of HSM for signing, I will name just one more which I still have 
access: GlobalSign, let me use these accesses and CAs, later I'll talk about them too.. 
 
I won't talk so many detail for now, just I wanted to let the world know that ANYTHING you do will have consequences, ANYTHING your country did in past, you have 
to pay for it... 
 
I was sure if I issue those certificates for myself from a company, company will be closed and will not be able to issue certs anymore, Comodo was really really 
lucky! 
 
I thought if I issue certs from Dutch Gov. CA, they'll lose a lot of money:
http://www.nasdaq.com/aspx/dynamic_charting.aspx?selected=VDSI&timeframe=6m&charttype=line 
 
But I remembered something and I hacked DigiNotar without more thinking in anniversary of that mistake:  
http://www.tepav.org.tr/en/kose-yazisi-tepav/s/2551 
 
When Dutch government, exchanged 8000 Muslim for 30 Dutch soldiers and Animal Serbian soldiers killed 8000 Muslims in same day, Dutch government have to pay for 
it, nothing is changed, just 16 years has been passed. Dutch government's 13 million dollars which paid for DigiNotar will have to go DIRECTLY into trash, it's 
what I can do from KMs away! It's enough for Dutch government for now, to understand that 1 Muslim soldier worth 10000 Dutch government. 
 
I'll talk technical details of hack later, I don't have time now... How I got access to 6 layer network behind internet servers of DigiNotar, how I found 
passwords, how I got SYSTEM privilage in fully patched and up-to-date system, how I bypassed their nCipher NetHSM, their hardware keys, their RSA certificate 
manager, their 6th layer internal "CERT NETWORK" which have no ANY connection to internet, how I got full remote desktop connection when there was firewalls that 
blocked all ports except 80 and 443 and doesn't allow Reverse or direct VNC connections, more and more and more... 
 
After I explain, you'll understand how sophisticated attack it was, It will be a good hacking course for hackers like Anonymous and Lulzsec :) There was so many 
0-day bugs, methods and skill shows... 
 
Have you ever heard of XUDA programming language which RSA Certificate manager uses it? NO! I heard of it in RSA Certificate Manager and I learned programming in 
it in same night, it is so unusual like greater than sign in all programming languages is "<" but in XUDA it is "{” 
 
Anyway... I'll talk about DigiNotar later! For now keep thinking about what Dutch government did in 16 years ago in same day of my hack, I'll talk later and I'll 
introduce to you MOST sophisticated hack of the year which will come more, you have to also wait for other CA's certificates to be used by me, then I'll talk 
about them too. 
 
Interviews will be done via email ichsun [at] ymail.com 
 
By the way, ask DigiNotar about this username/password combination: Username: PRODUCTION\Administrator (domain administrator of certificate network)Password: 
Pr0d@dm1n 
 
It's not all about passwords or cracking them,  
1) you can't have remote desktop connection in a really closed and protected network by firewalls which doesn't allow Reverse VNC, VNC, remote desktop, etc. by 
packet detection. 
2) 2) you can't even dump hashes of domain if you don't have admin privilege to crack them 
3) 3) you can't access 6th layer network which have no ANY connection to internet from internet 
 
Yeah! 
 
Bye for now 



A Rogue Certificate is Useful to an 
Adversary When:

3. The attacker can divert 

the user’s traffic!

(Man in the Middle)!



3. The attacker can divert 

the user’s traffic!

(Man in the Middle)!

What kind of adversary has 

a-priori knowledge that it 

can effectively be a man in 

the middle?!

! Assuming hackers act 
rational economically!

Is the hack worth the 

investment?!



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZsWoSxxwVY&hd=1	


Geo-Locating the source of 

OCSP queries for the!

fake cert for *.google.com!



Was a determined adversary!

with direct access 

to Nationwide 

Infrastructure!

This particular 

attack...!

The attack vector  would work at 

any scale, large or small as long 

as you can position the attack on path!



As a result!

Iranian users had some of  
their communications, 
including username/passwords tapped by an eavesdropper!

Diginotar was the Dutch 

Authorities’ CA provider!

Tax!
Backend 

Processing!Various Gov Sites!

The Diginotar CA got 

pulled from browsers!

!

(Inconvenient, and not everyone updates 

their browsers)!



Why could it happen?	

The TLS session cannot 
say WHICH CA is to be 

used to validate the digital signature!

Your browser will allow ANY CA 

to be used to validate a digital 

signature !

Rogue CAs imperil the ENTIRE 
DNS!!



Its hard to differentiate services within the domain name CA market!

When any compromised 

CA can issue rogue 

certificates for ANY 

domain name!

The entire domain name 
certification setup is only as 

good as the weakest CA!!



Lets take a 

step back!



The role of a 

CA:!

Subject!Requests!

RA performs 

checks!

RA tells CA to sign!

Browser tru
sts 

CA signed 

certificates!



And therefore!~1500 Subordinate CAs!(~651 organizations)!
See the EFF SSL observatory!http://www.eff.org/files/DefconSSLiverse.pdf!



Sustainable!

Trusted!

Open!

what succeeds in the market?	


Cheap!!Secure!

In a commercial world...	




An important motivation for using digital certificates with SSL was to add trust to online 
transactions by requiring website operators to undergo vetting with a certificate authority 
(CA) in order to get an SSL certificate. However, commercial pressures have led some CAs 
to introduce "domain validation only" SSL certificates for which minimal verification is 
performed of the details in the certificate.	

	

Most browsers' user interfaces did not clearly differentiate between low-validation 
certificates and those that have undergone more rigorous vetting. Since any successful SSL 
connection causes the padlock icon to appear, users are not likely to be aware of whether 
the website owner has been validated or not. As a result, fraudsters (including phishing 
websites) have started to use SSL to add perceived credibility to their websites.	

	

By establishing stricter issuing criteria and requiring consistent application of those criteria 
by all participating CAs, EV SSL certificates are intended to restore confidence among users 
that a website operator is a legally established business or organization with a verifiable 
identity. 	

���
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_Validation_Certificate	

	


Some CAs don’t apply rigorous 

identity checks to issued domain 

name validation certificates!



All these CA worker 

bees and all these 

manual checks are a  

tad expensive!

And the certificate 
market is 

undifferentiated!

Reduce CA costs 
through automation 

of the process!



RA sends a mail to 

well known address!

@example.com!

When mail returned CA will 
sign!



RA sends a mail to 

well known address!

@example.com!

When mail returned CA will 
sign!

All these checks are 
based on information 
fetched from the DNS!

Hold that thought!!



An important motivation for using digital certificates with SSL was to add trust to online 
transactions by requiring website operators to undergo vetting with a certificate authority 
(CA) in order to get an SSL certificate. However, commercial pressures have led some CAs 
to introduce "domain validation only" SSL certificates for which minimal verification is 
performed of the details in the certificate.	

	

Most browsers' user interfaces did not clearly differentiate between low-validation 
certificates and those that have undergone more rigorous vetting. Since any successful SSL 
connection causes the padlock icon to appear, users are not likely to be aware of whether 
the website owner has been validated or not. As a result, fraudsters (including phishing 
websites) have started to use SSL to add perceived credibility to their websites.	

	

By establishing stricter issuing criteria and requiring consistent application of those criteria 
by all participating CAs, EV SSL certificates are intended to restore confidence among users 
that a website operator is a legally established business or organization with a verifiable 
identity. 	

���
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_Validation_Certificate	

	




Subject!Requests!

RA performs 

checks!

RA tells CA to sign!

Browser 

recognises CA 

signed EV 

certificates!

EV!

Extended 

Validation! •  Who are you?	

•  Do you own the domain 

name?	

•  What web site are you using?	

•  Who is operating the web 

site?	

•  Are you authorized to act on 

behalf of the domain name 
holder?	


http://www.cabforum.org/Guidelines_v1_3.pdf	


Certificate 
with EV policy 

Identifier	




EV certificates 

generate a slightly 

different presentation 

in the browser!



Why should I care 
about DV or EV 

anyway?!



And then there are two 
signed Certificates for a 

domain name, and only one 

is the “good” EV one.... while 

the other one might be a DV 
cert from a duped CA!



Suddenly you are confronted 
with this situation!

DV

Fortunately you are paying 

attention... and notice the 

absence of a critical visual clue!
EV



Zusman & Sotirov 2009: http://www.blackhat.com/presentations/bh-usa-09/SOTIROV/BHUSA09-Sotirov-AttackExtSSL-PAPER.pdf	


BUT: In Practice the 

DV-EV distinction 

can not be trusted!

Zusman and Sotirov demonstrated rebinding attacks!

UI armsrace!



ooops!!



Rogue Certificate 

Counter Measures!

Blacklisting!

Whitelisting!!

CRL!

OCSP!

Doesn’t scale well!
Only available when compromise is 

known to have happened!
Relies on OCSP use!!

Extended Validity!
DV-EV distinction cannot be 

made reliably without 
external knowledge!

next page!



HTSP!
Leap of Faith!

 What if you know before 

starting the TLS/SSL 

session that a certain 

certificate is to be expected?!

Whitelisting!



Domain Name 

System!
Independent Hierarchical Registration!

One root!
Scalable and Global!

Namespace maps 1:1 to PKI Use!



DANE
Using Secure DNS to Associate Certificates with Domain 

Names for TLS	


draft-ietf-dane-protocol!

http://tools.ietf.org/wg/dane!



TLSA RR!

CA Cert!

EE Cert!

Trust Anchor!



Valid CERTs and/or CAs are 
stored in the the DNS:!

 allow only those CAs to validate 

presented certs for your SSL connection!

Prevents a rogue 

DigiNotar CA vouching 

for Google’s gmail!



If DANE provides the CA’s 
identity, then DANE offers the 

protection that you are looking 

at a valid EV Certificate issued 

by the CA that performed the EV 

validation checks in the first place!

CA compromise then has 

limited liability to those 

certificates issued by the 

compromised CA!



How about DV certificates: 

are they useless?!

Not with DANE!CAs checking the 

DNS are not 

needed!
DV becomes a commodity!

!Encryption is free!

The CERT can be 

stored in the DNS 

at once!



How does 

DNSSEC get 

into the picture?!



DANE Specification 
REQUIRES it!

Even Before DANE gets 

deployed DNSSEC is 

useful!

Obtaining Rogue (DV) Certificates!

Use of Rogue 

Certificates!



Obtaining Rogue (DV) Certificates!

Hacking the provisioning path!

Diginotar!

CA 

compromise!

Impersonation 

during the request!

(Men in the Middle)!

For DV certificates you have to impersonate the 
Domain!

For EV, much more fraud!

(Social Engineering)!



All these checks are 

based on information 

fetched from the DNS!

Did you keep this 

thought?!

0wn the DNS and 

the DV is yours

Obtaining Rogue (DV) Certificates!



DANE has the potential to 
solve important PKI/TLS problems!

Not a magic bullet!

And for DANE to work 

then DNSSEC is 

necessary!



Increased 
Costs!

Tools 

Availability
!

DNSSEC 

Potential 

Problems ...!

TCP problems!
Software support!

Trained Staff!

UDP 

Fragmentation!
Why now?!



Challenges!
DNSSEC last mile!

DNSSEC for !

Sys Admins!

BIND9.8!
OpenDNSS

EC!

Libraries and APIs!

Registrar support!

Tools, Trainers, 

and Consultants 

are available!

Tunnel Hacks!



Why invest in 

DNSSEC?!

In signing 
when there is 

no validation!

In validation 

when nothing 

is signed?!



Why invest in 

DNSSEC?!
Because the DNS represents a major point of vulnerability in today’s networks!

Cyber attacks are no longer just 

a teenage hobby or even petty 

crime!
Attacks on the DNS are 
highly effective for all 

kinds of reasons!!



You can play a role!

It’s not about short term economics!

It’s about long term maintenance of 

the Public Good!




